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The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924
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SeminaF Teaches
Finance Management
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

With 95 percent of the population needing outside support
upon retirement, according to
Napoleon Hill's "Think and Grow
Rich", Howard students flocked
to Tuesday's financial seminar
to discover how to become a
member of the remaining five
percent.
Flyers
around
campus
invited students to come, meet
Lawrence Garrett who graduated in 2003 as a top-level executive of Prepaid Legal Services,
whose monthly checks often
hold five digits. The Howard

University
Entrepreneurial
Society and student-run business Team Platinum hosted the
well-attended event.
The program broke down
financial demographics into
employees, self-employed, business owners and investors,
allowing students to gain information to prepare their minds
and align their daily lives to
financial success.
"We are in a state of emergency with the growing gap
between haves and haves-not,"
Garret said. ''We are a different
generation and what worked for
our grandparents may not work
See SEMINAR, News A3

University Benefits From In-Kinds
I

ing, design and manufacturing
Editor-in-Chief
software as .well as hardware
and training.
Two years prior, Microsoft
With
the
November donated more than 1,700
15 implementation of the software titles, and in 2000,
Partners for the Advancement Oracle Corporation donated
of Collaborative Engineering 3,600 Internet appliances
Education (PACE) less than a totaling i.4 million dollars to
month away, some students the University.
Interim Vice Provost and
are questioning the value of
in-kind contributions versus Chief Information Officer
Charles Moore said that infinancial contributions.
Earlier this month, PACE kind donations have more far
announced its selection of the reaching possibilities than
University as the recipient of financial contributions.
"In-kind
contributions
70.6 million dollars worth of
in-kind contribution. The gift that we receive from Microsoft
includes computer-based prod- allows us to get updates
uct management, engineerSee IN-KINDS, News A3
BY RUTH L. TISDALE

While some students feel the University can benefit more
through financial contributions, administrators argue that
in-kind contributions have more lasting affects.

Band Fraternity Sponsors Auction
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Hordes of enthusiastic females filled
the band roo1n on Tuesday to buy eligible males in the "Showtime" Band Male
Auction.
Sponsored by the Eta Omega Chapter
of Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary
Band Fraternity, the auction was a fundraiser to raise money in support of the
chapter and will ultimately be used to support the band.
"The
n1onev is being raised
for the chapter to give back to the
band," said vice president of Projects
and Progra1ns for Kappa Kappa Psi,
Rassii Elliott, a senior biology major.
"It \'Jill be used for projects and programs
to be put on for the band."
While some may say that the idea of an
auction is demeaning, the auctionees were
happy to help raise the money for a good
cause. Antoine Gantt, a junior broadcast
See BAND, News A7
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Lawrence Garrett graduated as a top-level executive of
Prepaid Legal Services and spoke to students about controlling their finances Tuesday night in Cramton Auditorium.

Students Advocate
Tobacco Control
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

l
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Members of the Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band Fraternity were auctioned off to female bidders to raise money for the "Showtime" Marching Band.
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According to the Center for
Disease Control, tobacco causes
more deaths each year than
HIV, illegal drug use, alcohol,
motor vehicle injuries, suicides,
and murders con1bined. This
is the message Lisa Fager of the
Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation wanted to convey
to students when she can1e to
Howard on Tuesday to promote
her organization's Anti-smoking
Education Initiative.
As a part of the initiative,
student
organizations may
submit their plans for an antitobacco campaign. The organization whose proposal is chosen
will receive $4,000 to imple-

ment the c mp.iign. Currc ntl),
10 historically black colleges and
universities, including Howard,
are eligible for this initiative.
"We wanted to get student.
organizations involved in tobacco control," Fager said. She
explained that unlike other etl1nic groups who generally start
smoking at a very young age,
African-Americans often begin
sn1oking fr01n agl s ia-2 . To
counteract this s tatistic, through
this program, college students
could educate their peers about
the dangers of smoking and
ways to quit.
To get the word out about
this initiative, Fager enlisted the
help of the National AfricanArnerican Prevention Network.
See SMOKE, News A3

Breast Cancer 2nd Leading Cancer Death Among Black Women
BY AMANDA NEMBHARD
Contributing Writer

According to the National
Breast Cancer Foundation,
every 12 minutes a woman in
America dies of breast cancer.
Breastcancer.org states that
breast cancer commonly affects
women over 40. However, one
in 231 women will be diagnosed

with breast cancer between birth African-American women
and age 39.
and it's the leading cause
Because of the high rate of cancer death in young
of breast cancer in the United African-American women
States, October 1s designated between [ages] 35-45,"
as Breast Cancer Awareness said Margaret Broder, the
Month.
executive secretary of the
Among African-Americans, Breast Cancer Resource
breast cancer carries a higher Committee.
Located
risk.
1n Washington, D.C.,
"Breast cancer is the second BCRC is a non-profit
leading cause of cancer death in organization dedicat-
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ed to reducing incidents
and mortality among
African-Amer i can
women.
According
to
Broder, breast cancer is
preventable and can be
treated if it is detected
early.
"One
should
know about breast
self-exan1ination,"

Broder said. "It should be examined by a physician on an annual
basis. We should all learn about
mammograms."
A woman inay be at higher
risk for breast cancer if the disease runs in her family, if she
practices unhealthy dieting and
exercise habits, and if she is over
the age of 40.
"Students should understand what maintaining a
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healthy lifestyle is. That is practicing proper exercise, healthy
diet, smoking cessation, as well
as having healtl1y sexual habits,"
Broder said.
"Millions of women are
dying fron1 this. We're losing
our mothers, our sisters and our
daughters to this disease," sophomore music business major
See CANCER, News AS

Find out why
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A Moment in Howard's ~1'istory :
Homecoming Theme, Past. & Present
of those who have left, moniContributing Writer
tor the progress of those who
remain and prepare the outlook
The pageant, the coronation for those have yet to come," the
ball, the concerts, talent show, editorial said.
step show, football game, the
The
article
continued
anticipation, the excitement... explaining the theme by expressthe aura of homecoming! Some ing an "urgent need" of a posisay it is the legacy, heritage and tive and progressive change that
prestige of Howard that makes can only occur in the mind of
the atmosphere of its homecom- Howard students and not the.
ing so unique. In a 1985 editorial events. He expressed that there,
from the (then) Hilltop Editorial "must be a metamorphosis of
Board, students felt the home- thinking on campus, transformcoming vibe is summed up in ing from apathy to awareness;
its theme.
from con1placency to concern;
On Oct. 4, 1985, the editori- and from an individual view to a
al board wrote an article entitled collective one."
"Metamorphosis," the theme of
The writer concluded his
that year's homecoming, and editorial by challenging Howard
expressed the true meaning of to not forget the underlying
the event.
meaning of the homecoming
"It is a time when past, pres- celebration.
ent and even future students
With two decades passed,
collect at our common nesting the event that once was a metaplace to review the achievements morphosis is now a phenom-

BY ANDREA J. HALL

"I have inost enjoyed the diversity of
individuals from all across the world.
Coming from Seattle, my perception of my
culture was limited gro\ving up but now I am
able to experience black culture to the fullest.
I am most looking forward to Howard's
Homecoming because I hear it is an epic
event to remember."
-Dominic Blackwell-Cooper, marketing
"Since I've been at Howard, I have
enjoyed meeting new people and
attending many of the parties. I've
also enjoyed being a\vay from bon1e
and experiencing life on my O\\n.
Something I would like to experience
is Howard's Homecoming which is
quickly approaching."
-Keenan Arnold, architecture

'A~orrwntln

enon.
"Lauren came up with the
theme 'Phenomenon' because
homecoming, especially at
Howard, is always, big, spectacular, awaited and extraordinary," said Ravi Windom,
coordinator of this year's Yard
Fest, of Lauren Bridges, the
Homecoming Chairwoman.
The sub-theme, 'An Episodic
Occurrence,' expresses the fact
that homecoming is a "new
chapter and episode that always
occurs,'' Windom said. With tllis
in mind, just how phenomenal
will this new episode of homecoming at HU be?
"An anomaly, a marvel, a
paradox, a prodigy, a sensation, a spectacle, an occurrence
perceptible by the senses, an
event inexplicable by the laws
of nature... a Phenomenon," is
how tile Howard Homecoming
website explains it.

"Since being at Howard, I have enjoyed
meeting new people, touring the city and
eating at Ho Chi. I most look forward to
Ho1necoming and {inally seeing snow."
-Alexander H. Washington, marketing

"I have enjoyed everything about I-loward: the good,
the bad and the ugly. The legacy that attracted me to
Ho\vard dwells in every student here. Students are
about their business and are evolving into what they
want to be. The empowerment that I have gained from
being in this environment is worth 1nuch more than
$20,000. I look forward to taking the long walk across
the Yard, knowing that I am tbe Howard legacy."
-Faith Ohai, radio-TV-film

ot"VUWEEK
,

BY NICOLE M. MELTON
Contributing Writer

"I have enjoyed being around educated black people
the most. Everyone at Howard is not ignorant and
that is something that I can really appreciate. And
it really doesn't need to be said that the \VOmen on
campus are truly one of a kind, you can't find ladies
like this anywhere else. I am looking forward to my
first Howard Homecoming experience. I can't wait
to see if it lives up to all the hype."
-Raasikh Muhammad, management

"I have enjoyed the diversity and spirit of Howard
University. Everyone is nice and it's all about
progression. l look forward to experiencing a certain
so1neone in one of 1ny classes. Hint, hint!"
-Brianna Cook, public relations

EM.P..~OVEE

"Overall, I have enjoyed my entire HU
experience. Just being here is a dream
come true. I love the ladies, being on
the S\vim team and being a member of
tbe Gentlemen of Drew Social Club.
This is the greatest learning experience
I've ever bad. I just look forward to
the years to come."
-Justin E. Spears, pre-physical
therapy

"Fron1 day one, I have been stunned by all of the
beautiful Black women. I really enjoy the faculty in
Fine Arts and seeing all the talented people in the
depamnent. The only thing I'm looking forward to is
making at least a 3.8 and getting my name out."
-Will Little, acting

"Coming to Howard has given me the
opportunity to become my own person
without the influences of my fam ily and
friends. I look forward to experiencing
D.C. and the surrounding areas and
learning 1nore about where I live no\v."
-Natasha Clark, 1narketing
"Most of all I've enjoyed
meeting the people at Howard.
Next year I look forward to
welcoming the new class into
life at the Mecca."
-Keisha Walcott, History

"My favorite thing about Howard is the
fact that there are so many different kinds
of people here and everyone here is about
education. I have met so 1nany cool people
at Howard so far. I am looking forward to
experiencing \Vhatever else Ho\vard has in
store for 1ne."
-Ashtane Jordan, undecided
"So far I've enjoyed being around my people
most because 1 went to a predominately White
high school. It's a great change. I look forward
to meeting even more people and gaining new
friendships that will last a lifetune."
-Tiara Wiles, radio
Compiled by Jabari Smith

Georgia Avenue Day Shines Even Through Rain
BY ROGER L. ROMAN
Contributing Writer

Rainy weather didn't prevent hundreds of community members from
enjoying good food and live go-go music
on Georgia Avenue Day. After two cancellations due to the weatller, event organizers decided tllat Oct. 16 would be Georgia
Avenue Day, rain or shine.
In 1982, former D.C. mayor, Marion
Barry, and city council members founded
the celebration to promote tile Georgia
Avenue corridor as a key link in the
city's effort to revitalize business and
economic growth outside of downtown
Washington. The festival also provided a
way to encourage community unity, pride
and entertainment.
One of the first performances at last
Saturday's event was music by E. U., originally known as Experience Unlimited,
one of D.C.'s original go-go bands. Even
though tlley were the headliners, they
were one of the first groups to perform as
a result of violence toward the end of previous Georgia Avenue Day celebrations.
"The idea was to have our bigge.st act
perform during the n1iddle of the day as

opposed to the end, so that the level of
adrenaline in the crowd could be calm
at the end," said Sinclair Skinner, the
advisory neighborhood commissioner
for Ward 1B and president of tile Lower
Georgia Avenue Business Development
Corporation.
Eager for entertainment, the crowd
welcomed E.U. with open arms. People,
young and old alike, did "da butt," (E.U.'s
most popular hit) and sang along with
E.U.'s lead vocalist Sugar Bear.
''I was jt:st excited to see E.U. and
Bear, it brought back a bunch of memories," said Damien Price, a community
resident. "E.U. was followed by Stinky
Dink, who excited the crowd when he
performed his single One Track Mind."
A number of up-and-coming local artist also took tile stage, such as Lil Nikki,
a 15-year-old rapper from Richmond, Va.
Eight-year-old Christina Edwards made
no hesitation when asked who her favorite performer was by quickly replying
"Lil' Nikki."
Additionally, members of the New
Black Panther Party made an address that
urged the people to exhibit self-determination and political awareness.
Around, 5:00 p.m., heavy rainfall

IN
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A calm and quiet Georgia Avenue compared to the crowd brought by the annual Georgia Avenue Day celebration last Saturday.

began, which put an end to the day's
activities until next year.
"As long as a tradition such as Georgia

Avenue Day can be preserved safely, then
it is a success," Skinner said.

When Ngoma Iroabuchi
comes to work everyday,
she knows tllat she is doing
her part to make a difference in tile world. As an
Administrative
Assistant
in the Ralph J. Bunche
International Affairs Center,
Iroabuchi has committed
herself to getting students
involved in international
activities and interests.
"Working at the Bunche
Center is my way of giving
back," Iroabuchi, a native
of Nigeria, said. "It's giving back to where I'm from.
I encourage a lot of events
that involve international
students, and especially
African students."
Iroabuchi began her
journey at Howard in 1998
as a student studying political science and human
communications. After an
internship in tile Bunche
Center as an undergrad, she
accepted a full time position there upon graduation
in Mav 2002. She currently
works with the StudyAbroad
Program, assisting students
with their paperwork and
applications.
"My primary responsibility is to help with the
Study Abroad Progran1 and
make sure tllat students are
informed," Iroabuchi said.
"Students talk to me and I
counsel tllem and help them
make the best decisions."
Another of Iroabuchi's
duties includes serving
as a liaison for the Africa
Society, a non-profit organization that seeks to uplift
Africa through education
and fundraising. The society works closely with the
Bunche Center to host progran1s and l ro,ide opportunities for hose interested in the future of Africa.
Iroabuchi has organized
several forums on issues
t hat plague Africa, including
a forum on the post election
crisis in Zimbabwe and one
on the dilemma of famine
and drought in Africa.
"Africa Society's main
focus is to bring to light
tile problems in Afr ca < nd
help Africa," Iroabuchi
said. '·When they want to
host events on campus, tlley
come here to do it and a lot
of Howard students attend.
Africa is one of tile most
plagued nations right now
and people want to know
what's going on so they can
help."
Iroabuchi's affinity for
her home continent carries
over into her interaction
with students. Iroabuchi
says the best part of her job
is getting to work with students on a daily basis.
"I'm from Africa and we
love respect," she said. "I
love to communicate wi.tll
students and to share that
respect and n1y experiences
with the1n . When they come
into my office, I know that
they will have learned something before they leave."
In speaking with students, Iroabuchi hopes to
dispel any myths that students 1nay have about the
Bunche Center.
"We have a lot of different resources in tl1e Bunche
Center that a lot of students
miss out on because tlley
are misinformed or simply
do not know," Iroabuchi
said. "We really encourage
See IROABUCHI, News A5
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HUSA, UGSA Ease Tension
UGSA, from Campus A2.
administrators and also students
should document each step they
take, get signatures from people
who can corroborate their claim
and cite any examples of misconduct.
"It's an official process,"
Fortson said. "In order for students to be taken seriously they
have to act officially."
For non-academic complaints, students should complete same process by contacting the administrators who have
authority over the subject of
their complaint.
Although this elaborate
system is available to students,
many students seem unaware of
its existence.
"I think it should be more
publicized," Victoria Freeman,
a freshman speech communications major about the grievance
process, said. "It's flyers for
everything else, but for things
concerning my education there
aren't as much."
Fortson, who said she
has only received one formal
grievance this year, is hoping to inform students through
UGSA's annual Grievance Week

October ~is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

in November.
ings have been held this year.
Currently, she is working to
Dawes said that HUSA has
get students talking to the right no formal hearing process, but
people about their complaints.
he has worked thoroughly to
Dawes,
however,
feels find solutions to problems and
that students are knowledge- has had success.
able about filing complaints at
"We have definitely seen
Howard. The junior physical improvements in Financial Aid,
therapy nlajor said he receives the execution of student affairs
five or less grievances a week anc.1 the students are being
dealing with various issues, treated, though it's not nearly
especially finances an<'! acade1n- where it needs to be," Dawes
ics.
said. "I feel I'm making progStill, some students question ress by bringing points to difthe usefulness of the system.
ferent administrators but I feel
"Whether or not students more progress will be made by
put in complaints, I don't know using other mechanisms."
how effective it is with adminisOther mechanisms Dawes
trators answering complaints," plans to pursue are utilizing
Sheandinita Dyson, a sopho- can1pus media outlets to bring
more psychology major said. unresolved issues to the atten"I know it will reach Student tion of the entire community,
Council, but I don't know if it forming a university-wide grievwill reach the board."
ance committee comprised of
Once grievances are filed, students and administrators who
the directors work hard to reach could make rulings on certain
compromises with administra- issues, as well as renewing the
tors. For UGSA, as a last result, a rebtionship between Howard's
formal hearing will be held with law school and undergraduate
the dean and students involved students so students can seek
in the conflict. The dean still legal advice.
has the final say in the matter,
"I think it's important for
but the Grievance Committee all of us to know these things
would advocate for the student. take time, but we have to stay
According to Fortson, no hear- diligent," Dawes said.

I

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers anew issue.

lower in men.
"We need more awareKimberly Mcf arlane said.
ness," sophomore computer sciSophomore
advertising ence nlajor Keith Barclay said.
major Charlene Drayton agrees. "Not many people on this cam"Because everybody is sub- pus know about it. I didn't know
ject, both males and females, it that men get breast cancer. Now
is important to stay safe and that I know, I feel scared."
healthy," she said.
The
Howard
Student
Even though a heavy empha- Health Center provides pamsis is placed on the breast cancer phlets, brochures and additionrate among women, the disease al information to keep students
also affects men. The National aware of the effects of breast
Breast Cancer Foundation says cancer. Although this informathat 1,600 men are affected by tion is available, many students
breast cancer each year, and feel that more should be done
400 of them will succumb to it.
around campus to inform stuIt is the second leading cause of dents about breast cancer.
cancer death among men.
"I definitely think more
"It's about one percent of should be done to promote it
men that are diagnosed with because since Howard has so
[breast cancer]. Men should many females, the University
examine their breasts as well. should be responsible that
If they find anything suspicious, the females should receive
they should go to get screened," as much information as they
Broder said.
can," Drayton said. "I think flyMany men are not aware ers should be put up because
of the risk of developing breast a lot of people don't know that
cancer, but the risk remains this month is Breast Cancer
CANCER, from Campus A1

IROABUCHI, from Campus A4 lawyer eventually, I see
myself doing great things in
students to study abroad. We the media, especially pertain- •
want students to be a part of ing to youth development,
the global community. We women's issues, and human
are looking for Black leaders rights," said Iroabuchi. ~I
and people who speak for our love talking to people and
community. We need people I see the media as a venue
to come in and apply for the for me to do that. I want to
scholarships, apply for the inspire people to be the best
programs, and compete·.~
During her free time, and to dream big."
Iroabuchi enjoys spending
time with her close friends,
singing, and motivational
Maritn• 111.. thl'QM- Starr l'hologniphu
speaking. She is currently Ngoma lroabuchl, an
pursuing a Masters degree in administrative assistant
mass media from the School in the Ralph J. Bunche
of Communications and International Affairs Center,
eventually wants to earn a says students learn somelaw degree.
thing each time they visit
"In addition to being a her office.
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Iroabuchi Encourages Global Unity
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Awareness Month."
"It's a problem that's becoming relevant to us as adults,"
sophomore international business major Jan1es Carpenter
said. "More men should know
that we can get it."
Organizations, such as
BCRC, are pushing their efforts
more this month to keep people
informed. "We do outreach,
policy development and support
programs for women with breast
cancer. We have a progran1 for
young women called Sisters
Accessing Skills for Survival and
Intervention, Broder said. "\Ve
do college tours to inform young
women about breast cancer and
other chronic diseases."
The third Fridayofthismonth
is National Mammography Day
proclaimed by former President
Bill Clinton in 1993· Free or low
cost mammograms are given
throughout the remainder of the
month.
Students can visit www
nbcam.org for more information.

•
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Re~ognize

16th Street Howard Students
Suspicious
of
Rosa
Church Bombing After 40 Years

Congress Votes to

•

,

I ....

BY TEVIE MONK
Contributing Writer

After more than 40 years,
Congress recently voted to pass
a resolution that officially recognizes the 16th Street Baptist
Church bombing as a national
tragedy. The bombing, which
took place in Birmingham, Ala.
in Septen1ber of 1963, killed
four little Black girls and helped
to create momentum for the
Civil Rights Movem~nt of the
1960s.
The bill was introduced in
the House of Representatives
by Congressman Artur Davis
CD-Ala.), and was passed overwhelmingly by a voice vote. The
Senate is expected to follow with
another resolution sponsored
by senators Richard Shelby
(R-Ala.) and J eff Sessions (RAla.).
Lawmakers said the resolution not only honors the memory of the four girls that were
murdered, but also commends
all the law enforcement officers
who helped to prosecute the
killers.
"Another important part of
this resolution is that it honors the law enforcement personnf:!l," Davis said in his floor
statement when presenting the
resolution to Congress. "Justice
would not have been achieved
and the indictment and prosecution of these killers would not
have occurred without them."
Those officers were paramount in bringing Robert
Chambliss, Bobby Frank Cherry
and Thomas Blanton to justice
for the bombing. The FBI questioned the men soon after the
bombing took place but did not
believe at the time that they had
enough evidence for a conviction, so the men were released.
The investigatio n was stalled
for years, until Chambliss, who
had the nickname "Dynamite
Bob," was arrested and indicted
for murder in 1971. He died in
jail eight years after his arrest.
Cherry
and
Blanton
remained free until 2001,
when tliey were arrested and
put on trail for the murders,

37 years after the bombing. At
the 2001 trial, prosecutors said
Chan1bliss planted 19 sticks of
dynamite under the church's
steps and accused Cherry of
committing other crimes that
aided in the bombing being carried out. The explosion was so
great that it ripped the clothes
from the bodies of the four little girls and decapitated one of
them. Historians often refer to
the event as one of the darkest
days in Birmingham's history.
Congress usually passes
resolutions to formally recognize various achievements or
anniversaries and lawmakers
felt it was necessary to acknowledge the bombing because it
impacted so many individuals.
"It is very sad and very
painful to sort of relive that day,
relive that period," Georgia Rep.

John Lewis said in a recent article published by the Associated
Press. "It's difficult but I think
it was important."
Although it took 41 years,
the fact that the government
has attempted to realize the
importance of that day assures
many that the country is moving in the right direction.
"I'm glad there has been
an -attempt to recognize that
tragedy by the decision making apparatus," said Dr. Louis
Wright, a professor in the
Political Science department at
Howard University. "It's very
sigrtificant. The significance is
the recognition of what it means
to say 'I'm sorry'."
:rhe passing of the resolution. has forced 1nany who were
alivd when the bo1nbing took
place, to recall painful memo-

ries from that day.
"I was outraged," Wright
said. "We were just so angry
and there was not much that
we could do as Blacks. We
thought that it was mean to
go to the church and kill those
girls. That's what terrorism
really is."
While forn1al recognition
by the government is satisfying, Wright remains skeptical
of the government's motives.
"There could be two explanations for this resolution,"
Wright said. "It could be that
we are at a point where we
are so disconnected from that
day that it is easy to just pass
words of reconciliation, or it
could be that there is some
genuine remorse for what
happened. I hope it is the
latter of the two. I hope that
the decision making apparatus has recognized the terror
that day caused."
While many were pleased
to have the government recognize the tragedy, others
were offended by the belated
apology.
"The fact that it took over
40 years leaves me a little
insulted. I think it kind of
shows a lack of respect a lot
of government officials have
for the events that have taken
place in the Black community," said Chequan Lewis, a
senior political science major.
"It shows a kind of real sense
of being out of touch with the
types of emotional trauma that
Blacks have experienced in this
nation." Lawmakers hope the
passing of the resolution will
serve as evidence that the government is attempting to realize mistakes of the past and
move forward while ensuring
that the disastrous event is not
forgotten.
"It is still fitting that as far
as we've come that we take the
time to think about this tragedy," Davis said in his floor
statement. "I am pleased that
my colleagues will have the
opportunity to pass this resolution that writes this violent act
in stone so that all future generations can see it."

Students Upset They: Have to Waive
Flu Shots Due to Vaccine Shortage
\'

not right. Parents in Reston,
Va. are able to call and get
Contributing Writer
the vaccine for their kids, but
I cannot get the vaccine for
n1y daughter in P.G. County,"
The flu season will begin
Dr. Geoffrey Mountvarner,
in a few weeks and many peoan attending physician at
ple are disturbed about the
Howard University Hospital,
nationwide vaccine shortage.
said.
The shortage was announced
According
to
Dr.
when British healtl1 authorities
Mountvarner, there is anothsuspended the license of the
er option that people who are
Chiron Corporation, eliminatunable to get the flu shot can
ing almost half of the expected
take advantage of. "An alterU.S. vaccine supply.
native is Flu Mist," he said.
U.S. health officials are
Flu Mist is a nasal spray that
now asking healthy Americans
contains live but weakened
to leave flu shots for high-risk
viruses. Regular flu shots
patients. These patients include
are made from dead viruses.
young children, seniors, people
According to the Mayo Clinic
with chronic health conditions and health care workers. Officials have asked healthy adults to forgo their flu s hots for Web site, studies have shown
FluMist to be 86 to 97 perOfficials said they were work- those who are more at ri sk. Elderly adults have stood in lines
cent effective, while flu shots
ing with another manufacturer, across the country to get their flu shots.
are generally 70 to 90 perAventis·Pasteur, to obtain about
cent effective.
22 nlillion doses of the flu vacAlong with FluMist,
cine to be sent to public health ting the flu because they Jive on the vaccine for a virus that can
departments, nursing homes a college campus. "College stu- be very deadly," junior advertis- there are also antiviral drugs
and veterans' hospitals.
dents should definitely be pro- ing major Monica Lake said. "It such as Symmetrel, Flumadine,
"This plan will help ensure vided with flu shots because of is not fair that I cannot take the Tamiflu and Relenza that are
that the vaccine gets to those the close quarters that we live appropriate measures to help said to treat the flu. However,
people who need it most," Julie in," junior accounting major prevent 1nyself from getting the they only work if the treatment
begins within two days of the
Gerberding, director of the Dominique Charles said. "The flu."
first fu symptoms. Officials
Centers for Disease Control and virus can easily spread in a dorm
Lake believes that the govPrevention (CDC), said. "This where everyone does not prac- ernment and tlle CDC should encourage people to consult
is a troubling, frustrating situa- tice good respiratory hygiene be held accountable for the cur- with their doctor about which
drug is appropriate for them.
tion for all of us and we need for like covering their mouth when rent shortage. "There should be
There are various steps that
all Americans to pull together they cough or sneeze."
more communication between
everyone can take to reduce
in the weeks to come to meet
Influenza causes about the government and vaccine
their chances of getting the flu.
this challenge bead-on."
36,000 deaths and more than manufacturers to make sure
They include washing hands
Most Howard University 200,000 hospitalizations every something like this does not
and avoiding close contact
students are upset that they are year in the United States. It happen again."
with people who are sick. Also
ineligible to receive the flu vac- . is a serious health issue and
Although the vaccine is
avoid touching the eyes, nose or
cine because of their age and the vaccine shortage raises con- reportedly only being distribcurrent good health. Some feel cerns for many people. "I think uted to high-risk people, some nlouth and stay at home from
they are at a high-risk of get- everyone should be able to get believe otherwise. "I think it is work and school when sick.

BY STEPHANIE HALL

Park's Lawsuit
Against Outkast
BY VANESSA MIZELL
Contributing Writer

A ~ecent ruling by a judge to
not force Rosa Parks to testify
in her lawsuit against hip-hop
duo Outkast has made some
Howard students suspicious of
the civil rights pioneer's motives
for filing a suit. Many students
think this case is about money
and that Parks is overreacting.
"It was wrong for then1 to
use her name but I still think
that it was unnecessary for her
to sue them," Kristina Thomas,
a sophomore Radio, Television
and Film major as well as a DJ
for WHBC, said. "I think she's
looking for money." '
Parks filed a lawsuit against
Outkast following the release of
their 1998 hit song "Rosa Parks."
Though the song is named after
Parks, she is not mentioned in
the lyrics and the song does not
make any direct references to
her life.
The judge ruled that Parks
should not be forced to testify after reviewing six pages of
medical records that disclosed
the 91-year- old is suffering from
dementia.
Dementia results
from progressive impairment
of brain functions and is sometimes affiliated with Alzheimer's
disease.
Lawyers for the defense had
hoped to question Parks in court
so that she could explain claims
that she suffered emotional and
mental distress because of the
song's release. Parks' attorney,
Gregory J. Reed of the Johnnie
Cochran Law Firm, told The
Hilltop the suit will go forward
despite the fact that his client
will not testify. "She brought
the case herself when she was
in good condition," Reed said.
"But her rights were infringed
upon and her lawyers aren't just
going to just drop the case just
because she got dementia."
Reed
said
accusations
that Parks is bringing the suit
against Outkast for money are
false. "Rosa Parks has nothing
against hip-hop .... She wasn't
looking to get any money from
the case either," he said. "She
just wanted to tell the record
company to stop."
According to Reed, Parks
offered to settle the suit long ago
but could not because Outkast
and their record label were slow
to respond. "She tried to settle
the issue so many times before
the lawsuit and they didn't get
back to her until eight months
later after they sold a million
copies," Reed said.
Reed went on to say that
Parks had hoped to use this
ordeal as an opportunity to join
forces with Outkast and reach
out to the youth, but says Outkast
never responded. "I sent about
four letters to them about helping educate the youth but they
never responded," Reed said.
Joseph Beck, an attorney
defending Outkast and their
record label Arista records, told
The Hilltop his clients moved
quickly to resolve the matter.

"We did try to resolve this matter, in respects to Rosa Parks,
as soon as we learned about it,"
Beck said. "The song, just like
music, is protected by the First

"'''°".c:nn.to:n
Parks is suing Outkast
because she say s the group
defamed her when they titled
their 1998 hit " Rosa Parks"
after her without getting permissi on.

Amendment.''.
Many Howard University
students agree that Outkast's
song should be protected by
the First Amendment and think
the group meant no harm by
using Parks' name as the title
for their song. "I don't think it
was a conscious effort to defame
her," junior physics major Kevin
Joseph said. "They were wrong,
for not asking her but they used
her name, so what? Freedom of
speech."
Others say they think the
song should be viewed as a tribute to Parks. 'lhe song shows
respect to her," junior political
science major Aaron Nelson
said. "I think it's wonderful. It's
a means of preserving history
and keeping our stories alive "
Even Parks' attorney agreed
that Outkast probably meant no
harm by the song and argues the
groups record label purposely
named the song after his client
to boost record s~les. Reed said
that whenever an artist creates a
record, the record company has
to set up a n1arketing plan. He
argued that Rosa Parks' name
was strategically used in the
marketing plan and says when
he asked to view the plan; he
was told they couldn't be located
because they were "too old."
"Outkast is being pimped by
the record company," Reed said.
"They respect Ms. Parks but the
record company won't." Parks
has been rarely seen in public
lately. Citing illness, she canceled a meeting with President
Bush in 2001 and her attorneys
said publicly this sun1mer that
she has been in frail health. The
trial is set to begin in January
2005.
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Bison Take on Defending MEAC Champs
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

\II Pro PhotOj?TaphJ

Freshman Larry Duncan came up bi g last
week in the clutch with a catch to put the
Bison in a position to win the game in overtime.

"The most itnpressive thing for me was at
the six-minute mark when we were down by 12,"
revealed Howard Head Football Coach Ray Petty
this past Wednesday about last Saturday's victory
against Morgan State. "Offensively we made the
play and drfensively we were able to get the job
done to secure the victory."
For the Bison, last week's win against the
Morgan State Bears was not just the team's fourth
consecutive win, but catapulted Howard into
a run for the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Championship. With the final five games of the
season all against MEAC foes, the team is making
strong strides at the right time.
''I think the character of the tean1 really came
out last week. They decided to stick with it and get
the job done," Petty said.
This week, however, the Bison travel to North
Carolina a week after North Carolina A&T were
defeated by Delaware State and dipped to 0-3
in the MEAC. A loss to Howard this weekend
would send the Aggies to their first 0-4 start in
the MEAC since i982. Reeling from a series of
injuries, the Aggies are also on the back foot and
searching for a way out of the rut. In addition,
the Bison also defeated Alcorn State and Morgan
State, two teams that the Aggies fell to earlier in
the season.
"All of our games are difficult at this time of
year," Petty assured. "They are defending champs
and are still ranked number two in the conference
on defense."

In addition, Aggie quarterback Marshall Glenn
is also ranked fifth in the conference in both passing yards and quarterback rating. Through the
season, he has teamed up with· receivers Brandon
Trusty and Kenneth Perry to bolster the passing attack. Perry has also caught two touchdown
passes on the year.
However, the Aggies are hurt in the backfield.
Freshman Quante Speight suffered an injury in
last week's loss that appears to be a hairline facture to his foot. It is expected that he will miss the
rest of the season. Micheaux Hollingsworth, who
shares the nmning duties with Speight and is the
leading rusher on the team with 302 yards, is also
suffering with a sore ankle and didn't play in last
week's loss.
These injuries should only bolster Howard's
chances and put pressure on Glenn and the Aggies
passing game to get the job done. Howard, no
doubt, will throw the usual suspects of Antoine
Bethea and Ronald Bartell Jr. at the Aggie passing
game in what could prove to be the key match-up
of Saturday's game.
"When you look at A&T though, it's like looking at a mirror image of Howard. They are similar
to us. They like to run the ball, use the play-action
pass and they play tough on defense," Petty said.
On offense, however, the Bison are only
improving. Coming off the best performance of
his college career, quarterback Marcos Moreno
will be looking to continue his winning ways this
weekend. In a week when he was named MEAC
Offensive Player of the Week, Moreno threw for
two touchdowns, ran in another and led to Bison

'Who's Your Daddy?' Yankees And
Red Sox Caught In Controversy
Commenting on the shirtR and the reaction of Boston fans, freshman journalis1n
major Whitney Wingatf' said, "It wru; all
Despite the xnany issues and incidents
'about making [>eopfe laugh and liO that they
surrounding the Boston Red Sox and New
can n1ake money."
York Yankee rivalry, there is yet another that
During game two at Yankee Stadium,
has been roused in this seemingly neverNew York fans chanted, "Who's your daddy?"
ending battle.
as the Yankees beat the R<!d Sox In a 3 - o
After losing to New
victory despite many
York in mid-September,
of Boston's attempts
Red Sox pitcher Pedro
to come on strong with
Martinez gave Yankee
their biggest players,
fans something to talk
giving the Yankees a 2
about when he said,
- o series lead. After
"Call the Yankees m)
the win, both tcains
daddy," during a post
headed to Fenway
game press conference.
Park, for games three,
"I can't find a way
four and five of the best
to beat them at this
of seven series.
point," Martinez added.
With 1nany comShortly after his comparisons being made to
ment, Pedro's words
1999 when the Yankees
were used against him
won the first two garnes
and helped the New
at home, then went on
York fans rally against
to win the series 4 - 1,
the Red Sox and behind
this year''> 1>eries, with
the Yankees harder
newly added controverthan ever before.
sy and heat, has f uelcd
.Just before the
Yankee fans. Due to the
seven-game American
fact that the Yankees
League Championship
have not lost a series
series got under way,
after being up 2 - o
Major League Baseball
11incc the L.A. Dodgers
(MLB) began to sell
beat them in 1981, the
and diRtributc shirts
confidence level of New
bearinp: a me1111age to
York fons Is high.
Red SOx fun' that wru;
However, after a
undoubtedly ins1>ired
win at Pcnway Pnrk on
by MartinC'Z'.s quc;1tc.
Sunday, forcing a fifth
11tc t1hirts reild,
game, Boston fans h11.vc
"Hey Red Sox, Who's
new hope11 of "revcr11·
your daddy?" Not only
Ing the curse," and
was the quote a blow
showing the Yankcet>
to one of tbeir 5qir
that they have whnt It
playcrli, it Wtlfl elJ>O a
takes to compete with
direct btt at the Boston
them.
Red Sox and all of the
Adding fuel to the
team'IS fans. The New
fire that seems to be
Yark Yankees logo,
ignltecl lll\nually, the
which 11at next to llie
shirts upset 1nany Red
qoott and red pacifier
Sox fnn.s who still h1wc
with B "B.. on tt, left
a bad W.St:tl in their
1
0
ww"·"""' "'ct1"'"•·• "' mouths frmn New
no room for doubt as
Although
a
controversy
ls
brewing
about
t-shirts,
the
Boston
Red
Sox went on York'1> view~ over
to whom the joke was
ahncd. Infurmted, Red to defeat the New York Yankees this Wednesday as they came back from a 3-0 them in last year's PQlit
season, and l.n yearn
Sox ftM begtln w pro· series deficit to win the ALCS. David Ortiz was named the MVP of the series.
BY ROBIN WILLIAMS

Contributing Writer

tc't the

clubhouse store on West 42nd Street in New
York still selling the shirts Monday night.
Advertisements for the shirts were also
pulled from the MLB web~itt".
\\Then asked about it, i;ev,~ral Howard
studentR felt that Boston fans overreacted
and were simply "aeting like babies."
After requesting that all stores stop sell-

.lib~ ~hortly

after they were put out
The opinion Qf many f;tudenbi, ranging
from oil ar~ aod cities acrl)ss the nation,
i.6 lhitt tbe i>hlrtl> were completely fair llnd
were ~nt a.s a joke. However, the joke was
not lslJwn so lightly by othcri>, with .several
~pie wriling, calling .and t1peaking out to
the lea.gue w hove the f;birts rc1novcd.
Adherin~ w the co1nplaint'> of 1nany
Jk)swn fslM, the league-iSanctioncd .:>birts

were recalled und rf1l1oved from :;wre.s as
welt llJS Internet l)ttle, with only the Yankee

ing the shirts, Major Lcaglte Baseball aL'lo
suggested that production cease as not to
offend Boston fans any longer, The argu·
1nent posed was that the shirts tQuched too
n1uch on the riv.airy between the two teams,
blatantly calling out the Red Sox.
"I love those shirts because we are the
Red Sox's daddy," freshman radio, television, film 1najor Javier Ran1Qs said. "It
wasn't inappropriate, it's just that ~y .arc
mad because they just can't win," added the
New York native.

past,
"They objected w the message on the

t·shht," said MLB spokesman Csirmine TW>
referring to the reaction of BQsron fun.s. In
the sa1nc rep~nt on ESPN,com he .addea,
"SQme {aru; felt it went a little too fur and
they were uneomfon.a.ble with it,"
Getting inw the controversy, the Boston
Globe called for all Red Sox fumi ro wmc up
w}th anti·Vankee slogp.1l.6. Among many su~·
gestions were: "Hey V~nkcefl, the 1nilkma.n'11
your du.ddy," arid "Send the evU empfre to

bell."

All Pro l'hOIOJlfllph)

North Carolina A&T should expect a heavy
dose of Jay Colbert this Saturday. Colbert is
Howard's leading rusher with 494 yard s and
Is ranked f ifth in the MEAC.

to a come-from-behind overtime win.
"We were all really happy for him. But the
thing that stood out the n1ost was how he managed the game," said Petty about Moreno's performance last week. "We did have the one offensive
turnover, but as a college quarterback he managed
that game and the clock very well."

Moreno Named Offensive
~layer

Of The Week

BY ED HILL
Special to the Hilltop

Marcos ~foreno has
been named the }..fidEastern Athletic Conference
Offensive Player of the \.Veek
and Da nual Pearce has been
named the special temns'
player of the week.
~1oreno, a 6-4, :n5pound senior quarterback
from Hyattsville, "Md. passed
for two touchdowns and ran
for two more, including the
game winner in overtin1e in
Howard's 42-35 overtiine
victory over .Morgan State
this past Saturda}.
Moreno, who passed for
227 yards and added 42 more
rushing, rallied the Bison
from a 12-point deficit with
five m inutes remaining in
regulation and later scored
what was the decishe touchdown.
Pearce is a 6-2. 225-pound
freshman from Norfolk, Va.
who had two huge plays in
Howard's win. In the first

quarter, he blocked a punt
at the Morgan 17-yard that
set up a Bison score In the
fourth pen d h can1 up big
agaan t 11s i n1e tackltng the
Z...1organ State punter for a
three-yard loss on a fake punt
that set up a key score for his
tean1.

Raneika Bean Leading By
Example For The Lady Bison
BY GANEKA GRAY
Contributing Writer

Soccer: a fast-paced game
that requires discipline, agility,
speed, precision and a lot of practice. For the Howard University
Lady Bison, all of these characteristics are evident when it
comes to getting Raneika Bean
on the field.
Bean is a five foot seveninch senior forward for the Lady
Bison Soccer team and she has
made her presence known in the
MEAC. In particular, her goal
scoring ability and leadership
qualities are just a few of the
attributes that make her stand
out.
Coming from Bermuda,
where soccer (better known as
football), is a very popular sport,
Bean grew up around family and
friends who all played soccer.
Hence, the decision for her to
See BEAN, News 83

All Pro t'hOl«>jtl'lll>b)

Ranelka Bean and other
seniors will be celebrating
the Lady Bison senior day
when t hey take o n Bucknell
University on October 25.
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The Anabolic Time Bomb
1

Lady Bison To Draw On
Home _Field Advantage

his 15-year profesBY SUSAN WALKER
Contributing Writer
sional career, also
Contributing Writer
estimating that
about 50 percent
Following the enormous outcry for drug of other league
The NCAA Division-1 tean1
were
tests during the Olympics and within the players
travels to Washington in late
last year of professional sports, the integ- experimenting
October, and with a spotless
rity of many leagues and the ability of many or using perforrecord against the Howard Lady
athletes have been challenged. Some believe mance -en ha n cBison, Bucknell University may
these accusations are being made out of ing drugs as well.
have good reason to believe a win
spite, or the need for a bad guy to be shut Caminiti's death
to be a foregone conclusion. This
down. Others, however, vow that this whirl- has raised further
time, however, the Lady Bison
wind cf negative attention was inevitable, concerns about
will have home field advantage.
the use of steroids
due to obvious corruption.
Howard's Head Coach Michelle
Major League Baseball (MLB), although and the effect that
Street, says that playing on home
not the only sport under a microscope, has it has on the body
turf has its benefits.
been the most heavily scrutinized within over an athlete's
"We haven't beaten them,
w"w.msnbcmtdi1.1nsn.rom
the last year. It seems America's past time career.
but the advantage is that we're
Barry Bonds, Commissioner Bud Selig and Major League Baseball will have a
has turned into an anabolic time bomb.
at home. The level of play is
league hard time ahead in cleaning up the national pastime's image.
Former league MVP Ken Caminiti recently another
raised."
died at age 41, of a drug overdose. Initially, MVP, is now being
Howard goalie Lindsey
his cause of death was thought to be a heart watched closely
The San Francisco Chronicle reported Walton agrees. "I think the fact
attack, but an autopsy confirmed drugs were after accusations were made that he was last week that a recording has surfaced that we're more comfortable on
also doping. Bonds, a six-time league MVP with Anderson admitting that he providinvolved.
the field and that our friends are
In 2002, Caminiti confessed to using and league record holder for the most home ed undetectable drugs to Bonds. Lawyers in the audience makes a differperformance-enhancing drugs throughout runs in a season denies ever using steroids for Anderson replied that the voice on the ence."
although it is suspected that he may have recording is not Anderson's and that the
However, the Ll.dy Bison
received drugs from his Jong time friend and tape was doctored in an attempt to incrimihave a 3-1-0 home record, which
trainer Greg Anderson. "If'it is determined nate Anderson and Bonds.
is reason for optimism and 'vi th a
that Bonds did indeed use steroids, I will
Bonds willingly participated in a ran- 1-0 win in their last home matchbe really disappointed. Steroids corrupt the dom drug test administered by Major League
pureness of competition and prevent fans Baseball as part of the organization's new up against Wagner, Coach Street
from accurately measuring an athlete's abil- drug testing policy. Bonds, who took the test and her team should be feeling
pretty confident.
ity," said junior Christina Weaver.
earlier in the season, passed.
"The midfield played well,
Anderson, currently a central figure in
On the MLB's part, some sports critics which made a difference," Street
the on-going Balco investigation, is charged blame the league's lack of severity within
with distributing illegal drugs to a number their drug policies for the onslaught of drug said. "There weren't many let
downs."
of professional athletes and has previously related problems.
In addition to a strong midadmitted to using performance enhancing
Outside of the consequences handed field game, Howard maintained
drugs himself throughout his bodybuilding down by ilie lea&lle if caught using drugs,
career. Conversely, he denies ever providing there are many side effects of steroids, and a good level of intensity against
drugs to other athletes, particularly Bonds. many take years to surface. Senior biology Wagner and was able to outMany skeptics cite the fact that Bonds major Natalie Noble states this as her big- maneuver any attack that they
homerun average increased 32 percent gest concern with steroids. "I don't think conjured. Speed and skillful ball
upon training with Anderson as evidence of athletes factor the long term effects, both handling often give Howard an
foul play. Junior Timothy Waters, respects from a physical and athletic standpoint. advantage over the opposition.
Team captain, Kamilah
Bonds accomplishments and hopes that his Physically, there is an incredible amount
name is cleared. "Bonds has been breaking of damage done to the body and from an Bywaters, believes that this comw"""'•·.e1.,in1t.com
records for years and there will always be athletic standpoint, steroids help you reach bination will support a victory
Ken Caminiti, who won Major League
people trying to bring those at the top down. your peak quickly, but there is no where to against Bucknell. "We have a lot
Baseball's MVP award in 1996, died last
of skillful players, we work hard
I'm not going to discredit him until there is go but down once at your peak."
week at the age of 41. He admitted to
for each other and we're quicker
evidence."
using steroids during his career.
on the field," Bywaters said. She
is also confident of strong play
against Bucknell despite losses
in the past. "Every time we've
played them (Bucknell), we've
BY ASHLEY SMITH

NFL Rookie Roundup:
Fresh01en Class Is Making Waves

BY WARDELL PINKNEY
Contributing Writer

This year's National Football
League (NFL) rookie class is
performing more like 10-year
veterans than that of a firstyear player. After being ilirust
into the starting line-up, many
top-drafted rookies are showing
their peers why ilieywere worthy
of being a first round draft pick.
In particular, the rookies on the
offensive side of ilie ball have
been performing creditably.
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger, who
after 5 games is leading all rookies in passing yards (937), passing touchdowns (7), passer rating (100.1) and is tied for first
with one rushing touchdown;
Big Ben is the reigning threetime rookie player of the week.
Sticking in the AFC North,
the Cleveland Browns Jost outspoken rookie tight end Kellen
Winslow, Jr. for the season after
suffering a broken leg against
the Dallas Cowboys on Sept.19.
According to the team's website,
Winslow, who underwent a second operation on his leg to repair

ligament damage is expected to
make an 100 percent recovery
in time for July training camp.
Winslow tied for the team lead
with five catches in a victory
against ilie Baltimore Ravens on
Sept.12 and is the son of former
San Diego Charger and Hall of
Farner, Kellen Winslow.
Switching from theAmerican
Football Conference (AFC) to the
National Football Conference
(NFC) there is reason for excitement in motor city for the
Detroit Lions; due in large part,
to wide receiver Roy Williams
and his teammate running back
Kevin Jones. Williams, who's
leading all rookies in receiving
touchdowns (4) and fourth in
receptions (20) among rookies,
is a big target for quarterback
Joey Harrington and has quickly
shown why the Lions invested
their top pick in him. Jones, who
is currently injured, is third in
rushing yards among rookies
(101) trailing Mewelde Moore's
(209) of the Minnesota Vikings.
Arizona Cardinals wide
receiver Larry Fitzgerald is
receiving little fanfare out in
the desert. Maybe that's due in
large part to the team's 1-4 start;

www.fanmoru;ttr.con1

First pick Eli Manning is waiting in the wings as Kurt Warner
has lead the New York Giants to a resounding start to the
2004 season. Manning has just appeared in one game for the
season but is considered the future of the Giants.

played well. There's going to be

a lot of hype because this is our
senior game. We've got to get
pumped up," Bywaters said.
But getting the team in the
right frame of mind is only part
of the preparation for playing
against Bucknell. Coach Street's
strategy for this and all games is
straightforward.
''We want to be competitive
for 90 minutes," Coach Street
said. "We have to have a lot of
intensity early, don't fall behind
and take the game to them."
Specific strategies simply are not

\II Pro Pholograph)

Samantha Romantini is part
of a Howard defensive that
was successful in blanking
Wagner University in the
team's last win.

in the game plan. A good game
is not about special plays, but
strong, consistent execution of
skill on the field. "I'm not really
thinking about Bucknell. We
don't make a whole Jot of adjustments. We just have to do what
we do well," Street assured.
The team captain echoes
Street's sentiments. "We have to
go out hard no matter what. Our
objectives for this game are to
score early and finish strong,"
Bywaters said. A strong start
and finish is key for the Lady
Bison as they face a team, which
has strengths, which mirror
Howard's weaknesses. "Bucknell
does a great job of playing the
ball wide. We have a weakness
in using the width of the filed.
We've been working hard on ilie
defense and I'm very confident,"
Bywaters said.
As team captain, she understands the importance of good
team morale in the face of strong
opposition.
"It's difficult to keep the
team morale up. You have to
always be on point. You have
to be on top and pick up what
others aren't able to," Bywaters
said. Injuries have also taken a
toll on the team's dynamism, but
iliey've come as a result of hard
pltoy...Everybody was re1dy to
play. We've got a lot of heart
and I'm really confident for his
game."

The Art Of Dribbling
BY LESLIE ORJI
Contributing Writer

www.ra.nmoruttr.com

Kellen Winslow Jr. had his rookie season cut short after he
sustained a broken leg against the Dallas Cowboys. Winslow
is the second tight end to come out of the University of Miami
in consecutive years following Jeremy Shockey of the New
York Giants.

but, despite the Cardinals slow
start, Fitzgerald has started all
five games this season and ranks
second among rookies in receptions (22) and receptions yards
(298). During his last year in
college he was considered for
the Reisman Trophy.
On the defensive side
of the ball, Sean Taylor, the
much-hyped free safety from
the University of Miami, has
started the last three contests
tying his career high with six
tackles. Taylor is sixth on the
Washington Redskins with 24
tackles. Another fellow Miami
Hurricane, Vince Wilfork is
making his mark on defense for
the Super Bowl champion New
England Patriots. Wilfork leads
all rookies 'vith two sacks and is
eleventh on the Patriots with 14
tackles and is tied for the team
lead with one fumble recovery.
Just up l-95, tl1e New York
Jets, along with the Philadelphia
Eagles and New England
Patriots, are the league's only
unbeaten team at 5-0. One of
the reasons is starting free safety

Erik Coleman, who is tied for
the team lead with 21 tackles
and ranks second among rookies
with two interceptions. The two
interceptions places Coleman
ninth in the AFC on the season.
However, not all rookies
have made the smooth transition from the college ranks to
Sunday afternoon football.
Take for instance, the quarterback position, which is by far
the toughest position to master in professional sports. Just
ask Eli Manning of the New
York Giants, who was the first
pick in the 2004 draft (younger
brother of Peyton) and fellow
San Diego Charger quarterback
Phillip Rivers. Both were traded
for each other during a draft day
trade and are riding the benches for their respective teams.
Rivers has not taken a snap in
the NFL this season, while his
counterpart, Manning, played
some mop-up minutes in week
one completing 3-9 passes for
66 yards in a 31-17 loss against
the Philadelphia Eagles.

For soccer fans, nothing is
as exciting as watching their
favorite player dribble the ball,
weave his or her way through
the pack and maintain control
of the ball. Every fan knows that
the moment a player is in a position to dribble an<l is in control
of the ball anything can happen.
"The best part about the
game is when you are able to
dominate and be in control of
the ball," said pre-physical therapy senior Raneika Bean, a forward for Howard University's
Lady Bison.

Dribbling is a unique art of
ball control reqmring a display
of foot skills. It may be difficult
to play soccer if you cannot dribble and shield the ball as this is
one of the fundamental aspects
but does not come naturally to
most.
"One of the first tl1ings you
learn is how to dribble and keep
control of the ball," goalkeeper
Lindsey Walton said.
Dribbling is a key skill in soccer as it enables you "to put yourself in a position to get around
an opponent and to score," said
Brian Woodward, a first year
education administration graduate student. Woodward also
See DRIBBLING, News 83
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Nigerian Jay Jay Okocha displays the proper technique as he
protects the ball from Argentinean Juan Veron.

